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For Immediate Release: 

 

National Office Furniture Introduces 16 New Products and Enhancements    

 

JASPER, Ind., November 1, 2018 - National Office Furniture, a unit of Kimball International, Inc., announces the 

addition of four new product series, four new surface materials, and the enhancement of eight existing product series. 

Driven to design and introduce furniture that is fresh, relevant, and innovative, National announces a November 1, 

2018, take order on a wide variety of new solutions. From residentially inspired comfort and style to products developed 

for ergonomics and functionality, the new introductions offer essential solutions and broaden National’s portfolio even 

further.  

Laudio task seating: 

Not only does Laudio provide an elegant task seating option 

with sleek lines, its features were designed with comfort in 

mind. By balancing a light-scale aesthetic and well-engineered 

features, Laudio supports the needs of a variety of workspace 

applications.  

Learn more about Laudio 

 

 

Rizora stools:  

Achieve multiple levels of sculpted style with Rizora stools. 

These worksurface, counter, and bar height stools deliver 

simplistic design with liberating options. Rizora’s varying 

heights offer wood legs in a range of finishes and a spectrum 

of seat colors.  

Learn more about Rizora 
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Volute seating: 

Volute’s convex and concave curves provide visual simplicity. 

This sophisticated family of seating is available in upholstered 

and polypropylene seat shells and a wide variety of base options 

and materials.  

Learn more about Volute  

 

Wixler occasional tables: 

The Wixler collection of occasional tables 

offers elegance and modern style. Create an 

eclectic mix by combining Wixler’s variety of 

sizes, shapes, and top surfaces, and mix in 

varied height tables for a layered aesthetic.  

Learn more about Wixler  

Fringe lounge has been extensively enhanced to include new curved seating and table components and double and 

single sided banquettes featuring a plinth base option. Tessera casegoods has also expanded to now include 

worksurface height conference tables and benches, as well as a single sided height adjustable desk. Toss pillows now 

include a bean bag and floor pillow option to create alternative seating solutions. A new counter height stool has been 

added to both the Cinch and Ditto seating collections, and Cinch’s frame has been redesigned to allow for stackability. 

The Delgado seating collection further expands its comfort and functionality with the addition of a new rocker base. 

Tellaro lounge has been expanded to include new leg and modern stitching options. Wander task seating’s functionality 

is expanded with its new seat slide capability. National’s surface materials program has also been enhanced. Concrete 

and Iron paint colors support the trend of natural, matte colors. Florence leather’s lightly distressed finish gives it a 

casual, aged appearance and highlights the natural markings of an authentic leather. Vessel is a woven textile inspired 

by residential trends, available in a mix of neutrals and saturated brights. 

Download high resolution images 

 

 

 

About National Office Furniture: 

National Office Furniture, a brand unit of Kimball International, Inc. (NASDAQ: KBAL), is a Jasper, Indiana-based 

manufacturer of high-quality quality furniture for commercial office facilities, learning environments, healing areas, and 

residentially inspired spaces. Since 1980, National has built a reputation for excellence with stylish furniture of 

exceptional value; a dedication to personalized service; product designs that reflect a passion for the user’s comfort 

and productivity; and a commitment to environmental responsibility. National operates facilities in Santa Claus and 

Jasper, Indiana; and Fordsville and Danville, Kentucky. For more information about National and its products, visit 

www.NationalOfficeFurniture.com.  
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